The Euroview 70 DS is a commercial grade window system that utilizes all the benefits of PVC while satisfying commercial structural requirements. With its European engineering, the Euroview system is among the highest performing windows on the market today. High thermal insulation values lead to cost savings and the reduction of energy use. The 70 mm profile thickness is designed for wide spans and these windows are built to fit items, produced in a technical tradition, adapted to the needs of your building and its architecture. Therefore, VEKA windows are available in a wide range of styles and include many optional accessories.
By turning the handle 90 degrees, the window opens into the tilt position on the top making it ideal for ventilation. A further 90 degrees downward twist of the handle and the window sash swings in for ease of cleaning from inside of the room and for emergency egress.

High Thermal Insulation Values of up to R-Value 5 are achievable (depending on glazing) Triple glaze, Low E Argon, 1-1/2” IG U=0.20 reduces heating costs noticeably.

High-quality replaceable gaskets, are standard in a neutral black and comprise the system of dual compression-seals that keeps the cold, draft and moisture outside.

Galvanized Steel Reinforcing used according to VEKA’s fabrication requirements, supports structural integrity 3 times that of aluminum.

5 Chamber Profile with a basic overall depth of 70 mm (2-3/4”): is an ideal use of dead air’s natural insulating characteristics.

Pinnacle® woodgrain and color laminates are inventoried at VEKA Inc., consult your sales representative for samples and details.